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It is a great pleasure for me to be here on the
occasion of the opening of Queen's University's new
p!1ysics building , and rr.y first duty is to congratulate t i-: e
univers ity on the completion of this important phase in
its develo pn·.ent .

As a physicist, I am particularly hap py

to join in this celebration.
Until 100 or even 50 years ago physics was a
s cientific discipline which represented part of man's
endeavour to understand the nature of the physical universe
in which we live.

Today physics does not only represent

this aspect of our striving for knowledge but it is also
e ssential for our survival.
It is commonplace to a scientist, but is not
always fully appreciated by the layman, or even by the
e ngineer, that most of the important phases of our present
technology are·based on discoveries in pure physics or
chemistry which were made in the pursuit of science for
its own sake.

It is only 134 years ago that Faraday made

his great discovery of electromagnetic induction which
for ms the basis of all of our modern electrical power
production .

There was no thought of power production in

faraday 's mind .

He was interested in understanding better

the nature of electricity and Dagnetlsm .

So was Heinrich

Hertz when 67 years after Faraday's discovery, he dis-

covered radio waves in his attempt to verify the prediction
ｾ ｾ ｡ｸｷ･ｬＧｳ＠

of

theory of the electromagnetic field.
Only five years ago we celebrated the lOOth anni-

versary of the start of spectroscopy by Kirchhoff and
Dunsen, a field which has developed not only as a means of
studying the nature of the universe and the structure of
ｲｾ｡

ｴ･ｲＬ＠

but nowadays also provides indispensable tools

in the production of aluminium, steel and other metals in
industry , as well as the production of a host of other
chernical substances which are vital to our present technology.
The atomic nucleus was discovered only 54 years
ag o by Rutherford in experiments which in his mind had no
connection with the problem of producing power; but today
we are on the threshold of the nuclear age.
Any number of further examples of recent
sc ientific history could be quoted to show how purely
sc ientific studies, aimed at notl1ing but the understanding
of natural phenomena, have led, quite unexpectedly,
espe cially to the discoverers, to important technical
developments.
There is also an important feedback in that
the technical use of scientific discoveries has led t0
improved instruments which in turn have helped the pure
sc i e ntist to advance the borders of knowledge, and in
that way to make further contributions to technological
de velopments.

I might perhaps mention a recent example

-J-

•;;lch a specifica lly Canadian background:

physicists at the

Cha lk :-\lver laboratory of ,'. [CL recently developed a new
rad i.atlon detector, a so-called li thium-drlft gerrr.anlum
de t0ctor , which has increased the sensitivity of detection
by SOffi0thing like a factor of 100.
group of physicists at

ｩｾｬｃＬ＠

ｾｳ＠

a consequen ce , a

in collaboration wi th a gr oup

at the Univ ers ity of Chicago, have been able to advanc e
the study of
Ｚｾ ｯﾷ Ｎ ［＠

ｾＭｭ･ｳｯｮｩ｣＠

atoms by a very significant st ep .

laboro.tories all over the world are wontin<; to acquire

these detectors and one can only hope that Canadian
ffia nufacturers will be able to satisfy these demands .
There are certain fi e l ds in pure science where
one is inclined to feel that they will never lend the mse lves to any technological applications.

Astronomy is

one of them, and high energy' physics is another.
ｳ･ｾ

ｳ＠

Everyone

to be agreed however that astronomy is worth

pursuing eve n though it has no practical use, but the
consensus of opinion is not as close with regard to high
e nergy physics.

Yet as a scientist, I feel that we

should pick our field of research, not with a view · toward
poss ible applications, but with a view toward its significa nce in our atte mpt to understand the nature of things.
Te chnological fallout, if I may use this horrible
expression, will come anyway, and wlll justify the expenses
involved in the pursuit of pure science, and it is quite

-·1-

ｩ ｲ Ｎｰｯｾｳｬ｢･＠

to foresee where the future returns will be most

.:-ewardlng from this point of view.
As a consequence of the feedback which I
a

ｾ･

ｮｴｩｯ･､＠

ago, scientific research has become more and more

ｮ ｯｾ･ｮｴ＠

sophisticated, and for that reason more and reore ex pe nsive.
ｾ ｬｴｨｯｵｧ＠
｢･｣ｯ

at the same time the effect on technology has
ｾ ･＠

greater, and thus the material returns have

｢･｣ｯ

ｾ ･＠

larger, still people continue to worry about the expense
of scientific research since in the last resort the money
of course has to come from the taxpayer.
That applied research should be supported by
government funds would seem to be obvious to everyone
because it brings more income to everybody including the
government.

That universities should be supported by the

government is also ｧ･ｮｲ｡ｬｾ＠
ｾ ｯｲ･＠

approved if only to

train

scientists and engineers who can exploit the fruits

of scientific research.

However, to what extent pure

science should be supported, directly or indirectly by
government funds, seems to be questioned by
ｾ｡ｮｹＮ＠

There are clearly two principal reasons . for the
su pport of pure science in Canada, and elsewhere.
strictly mercenary.

One is

Experience has shown that pure science

represents the goose that lays the golden eggs; it helps
applied science and technology in their

､･ｶｬｯｰｾｮｴ＠

as I

have tried to exemplify by the examples given earlier.
r:any people do not seem to appreciate this point fully.

The other reason for support of pure science by government
funds is that scientific research of the purest kind ls an
intellectual activity which, just like art, music,
litcrQturc, archaeology, and many other fields, helps us
to unJ ers tand INho we are, what is the nature of the world
in ·,·ihlch
ｩｮ

Ｚ ｰｯｲｴ｡ｾ＠

v1e

live.

Anyone who does not accert this as an

reason for generous support denies that

not by bread alone.

ｾ｡ｮ＠

liveth

Obviously if Canada were an under-

developed country in which the first priority should be
given to increasing the standard of living, one might question
the wisdom of spending considerable sums of public money
on pure scientific research.

But Canada is the world's

s econd or third most affluent country, and if it cannot set
as ide a substantial ar:,ount of its inc orne to further lng
knowledge, pure and simple, we will be in a bad way.
ｾ ･＠

ｾｲ･＠

really going to be a nation satisfied with good eating,

good cars, good advertising on radio and television, or
anything else that is good for the economy of the country?
The high cost of modern scientific research, both
pure and applied, has led many people to demand th·a t our
go'Jcrnrr.cnt should have a clearly stated and pursued national
science policy.

And I presume that it is with these

thoughts in mind that the orgonizers of thls syrr,posium have
chosen the subject matter.

Unfortunately I am not well

qualified to talk about this matter since I have been
n:alnl y concerned with work in the laboratory and only

-6-

incidentally with policy and administrative questions.
'l thout]h I have for some years had the responsibility for
the direction of the Pure Physics Division of
hig l1ly decentralized organization of

t he
ｾｭ･Ｌ＠

modelled on the
ｾｃＬ＠

graduate schools, has kept me free fro m too
ｵｾｩｶ･ｲｳｬｴｹ＠

ma ny administrative and policy responsibilities, and has
a llo·.-,cd
ｾ･＠

to continue to pursue my ov;n scientific interests.

Th2rcforc I speak

as a scientist who has benefitted
ｴｯ､ｾｹ＠

fro m, rather than been res ponsible for,

policy.
ｎｾｃ＠

I have had an excellent opportunity to observe the
wh ich the Honorary

Council of

Ｌｾ ､ｶｩｳｯｲｹ＠

ｈｯｾ･
ｾ｡ｹ＠

ｶ･ｲＬ＠

in

has in th e pos t
ｾｊｩＭＧＮｃ＠

carried out its responsibility to develop th e Gclentlfic
resources of Canada.

ｾ ｨｾｮ＠

I have,
ｳｯ

ｾ･ｷｨｊ

ｴ＠

reluctantly,

accepted to participate in this symposlum,lt is because
recently there have been some
､･ｶ｣ｬｯｰｾｮｴｳ＠

in Canada which,

lf the y are not closely watched and guided with great
wisdom, may destroy the conaenlal climate and the loose
bu t effective organization of science ln this country.
P<:rha ps it ls therefore rr.y duty to put on record my per-

ｶｩ

sonal vle v1s, but I should emph asize that they are personal
･ｾ

ｳ＠

and that I am not speaking on behalf of NRC in any

official capacity.
I have always beli eved that we have been fortunate
in Canada in that we have had a policy for science as
e nlightene d and as foresighted as that of any country I
know.

This policy of course was established with the

-7-

ｦｯｾｴｩｮ＠

of the

ｎ｡ｴｩｯｮｾｬ＠

Research Council in 1917 and,

unde r the leadership of a succession of able presidents,
has been modified with the development of the scientific
reso urces of this country.

I do not need to tell you that

the basis of this policy was the decision in 1917 to
estab lish a programme of support for research and gracuate
st ude nts at the universities.

Then th ere followed the

establishme nt of the laboratory part of the National Research
Council in the 1930's which were

ｾｲ･｡ｴｬｹ＠

extended during

the war; and after the war the decisions to establish

ｄｾｂ＠

and AECL as separate indepe ndent research organizations
mode lled on NRC; finally, the more direct development of
scie ntific wo rk in Canadian industry by a grants
for industrial research.

ｾ ｨ｡ｴ＠

i mpressed me was

ｰｲｯｧ｡

ｾ･＠

not only

the s ound way in which scientific activities have been
bui lt up, but also the coffi pactness and flexibility of
sc i entific organization ln Canada as represented by the
He search Council Act.
It came therefore as a great shock to me when,
two years ago, the Glassco Commission came along and
sudde nly discovered that there was a lack of a science
po licy in Canada.

They talked about "an evident breakdown

of the system as designed".

This is in spite of their

reluctant admission that "science in government has, fro m
ｳｯｾ･＠

points of view, flourished as never before••.

Of

course, no twb people are agreed on what they call ''national

science policy••.

The

r e s ponsible for the
Act had another.

had one id e a, while those
｣ｯｦｩｾｳｮ･ｲ＠

ｩｭｰｬ･

ｾ ･ｮｴ

｡ ｴｩｯｮ＠

of the Res e arch Council

In my opinion the Research Council had a

ve ry clear conception of what a science policy can do and
cJ nnot do.

They saw that the first re quireme nt for bu ilding

up scientific research in Canada was to build up res e arc h
at the universities.
aptly:

As, much later, Dr Steacie stated so

"it is quite possible to have first-rate unive rsity

research with little or no industrial r e s earch, and in
fact this has been our history.

It is absolutely

Ａ ｾｰ

ｯｳｩ｢ｬ･＠

to have first-rate industrial research without first-rat e
uni versl ty research".

Industrial research at the ti rr. e of

the framing of the Research Council Act did not exist in
ｃ ｡ ｾ｡､Ｎ＠

It would have been foolish to start building up

industrial research without f irst developing research wor k
of a high calibre at Canadian universities.
According to the Research Council Act, the
f un c tion of the Honorary Pdvisory
to administering the
ｰｲｯｧ｡

ｭｾ

･＠

ｃｯｵｾ｣ｬ＠

was, in addition

of university support, also

that of advising the governme nt in sci e ntific matters.
' nd it is with regard to this item that the Glassco
Co:-r.rn lssion makes such strong statements as "breakdo\vn of
t he system as designed".

Before discussing this point

further ho wever, it is necessary to emphasize another
i mportant move of the framers of the Research Council Act:
the establishment of the laboratories of the National

-0-

>u:se ol'Ch Council
ｾｯ

ｴ ｨ＠

v1i th

t he Pres i de nt of t he Council act .i. ng

as ch lcf executive offic er of th e laboratories,

as Chairman of the Honorary Ad vi s ory Council.
ｲ ｅ ｾ Ｚｲｾ｡｢ｬ

･＠

t hat in tho se early days th e

ｦ ｲｾ ｭ｣

｡ ｮ ｾ＠

ｲｳ＠

It sce ffi s
of tho

anj pcrhops we should give Dr Tory, as t he ir advisor,

ｾ ｣ｴＬ＠

cred it for it, were so far-sighte d (or if you lik e , so
lucky) that they adopted an organi zation al structure wh ich
has proved s ingularly effective in minimizing th e great
dang er in government control and
naffiely , bureaucracy .

｡､

ｾｮ ｩｮｳｴｲ｡ｯ＠

of r es earch,

The combination of a first - cla s s

la boratory system wi t h an Advis ory Council of independent
re s earch scientists has proved to be one of the most
e f f ective de terrents against bureaucratic tendencies
which has yet bee n found.

The Honorary / dvisory Council

by this combined activity was forced to be far more down
t o e arth than lt would otherwise have be en , and at the
ｳ｡ｾＮ

＼Ｚ＠

ti me t he me:r.bers of the r es earch stc:.ff ha ve had an

opportunity to contribute to the development of research at
t he universities and in industry.
I can assure you that for those of us who are
ｲ･ｾｵｩ､＠

to help with this programme, it is a real chore,
bu t nevertheless we feel that we are making a contribution,

a nd we fe e l that the universities bene fit by the fact that,
unlike most grant- giving organizations in the U.S., we,
to gether with the university members of the grant committees,
ar e able to judge gra nt applications

ｾｯｲ･＠

fairly, and with

-10-

far less red tape, than would be possible in a paper organization .

I think it would be most unwlsD if the close

relation between the grant-giving function of the Council
and the laboratory scientists sl1ould ever be abandoned.
ｮｾ＠

I

told by my colleagues at tmerican universities that they

arc spending about one month every year in order to write
up reports and proposals in support of
for funds for the subsequent year.

applications
ｴｨｾｩｲ＠

I believe it was

largely Dr Steacie who insisted that in Canada the paper
work involved ln the grants programme should be cut, and
has been cut, to an absolute minimum, and nobody will have
to spend more than a few hours each year to present his
case to the grants

｣ｯｭ

ｾｩｴ･ｳ

Ｎ＠

in government organization
commission did

ｾｯｴ＠

ｷｨｬ｣ｪｾｲ＠

HPre ls a case of efficiency
I believe
Glassco and his

recognize, but which is nevertheless

very considerable.
Judging by the comments that I have heard fro m
responsible sclentisits all over the world, the laboratories
of the f{esearch Council have developed into one of the
best research organizations in the world .
reason for the success of this development?

And what is the
ｾｨ｡ｴ＠

is it

that attracts first-class scientists to the National
Research Council laboratories ?

And what has made the other

operations of the Research Council in support of science
in Canada so successful?

It is primarily the flexibility

of the organization, the capacity to depart from rigid

-11-

lines of ､Ｐｰｾｲｴｭ｣ｮ｡ｬ＠

organization, and particularly the

overriding philosophy that it is the working scientists
themselves who should largely determine what is to be done.
All this is naturally anathema to efficiency experts who
look upon the organization of science from the same point
of view as they look upon the organization of the Post
t; ffice or Income Tax departments.
ｃｯ

ｾ ｭｩｳｯｮ＠

ｾｨ｡ｴ＠

the Glassco

was interested in, and what it was expe cted to

provide to the government, were recommendations for more
efficiency in government organization.

How can you apply

the concept of efficiency to creative thought?
｣ ｯ ｾｄ

ｬｳｩｯｮ＠

If only

like the Glassco Commission, and before it the

tiG eney ｃｯｾ

ｭ ｩｳｯｮ

Ｌ＠

would leave research organizations alone,

these research organizations would continue to flourish,
and would not have to spend valuable time in fighting the
aftermath of these commissions.

What these ｣ｯｾｭｩｳｮ＠

want is uniformity, and conformity, and that, without
doubt, would be the death of science and creative work.
In ｾｹ＠

opinion if we want to improve the scientific scene

__

In Canada we should not...... listen to the efficiency experts,
we should not listen to the planners who think that they
C:--

can foresee scientific developments even in the immediate

ｦｵｴｲ･Ｎ

ＯＮｾ Ｚ ｔｯ＠

reassure

ｹｯｵ

Ｈ ｾｮ､＠

rnyself) that I am not too far

out on a limb with these remarks, I should like to quote
to you three excerpts from better known and more
responsible people .

Lord Hailsham, the former

ｾｩｮｳｴ･ｲ＠

-1"2-

for Science of the British govcrnrilcnt, said a fe ·.v years ago:
ＧＺｾｯ＠

country in the world has ever successfully

s e t up a Department of Science, ln the sense of a l'lnistry
d irectly controlling the pace, the scope and the methods of
scientific research.

This is due to two considerations.

The first is that the strategic plannin0 of science cannot
be undertaken without full participation of the scientists
th0. mselves--and by these I mean, not just a staff of
administrators with scientific degrees, but also men and
women who actually carry on scientific work, whether in
universities, government research stat.ions, or industry ...
Another well-known administrator and
ｳ｣
ｩ ･ ｮｴｩｳＬ
ｾ ｡ｲ･ｮ＠
ｾ･｡ｶｲＬ＠
Vice-President of the Rockefeller
Foundation, has this to say:
"The crucial word diversify is at the heart of
the dependence of science upon the government.

There are

those who thlnk that the National Science Foundation ought
to sit like an infinitely wise spider, at the centre of a
we b which reaches into every governmental activity in
science and presumably into every other science activity
in our whole nation, planning just how science should
advance, tightening up here, slackening off there.
not thlnk that many scientists hold this view.

I do

There is

no person, and certainly no committee, which is wise enough
to do this.
"'/ie

should, I think, be glad that this is so.

For

what keeps the total scientific effort from being chaotic
and meaningles s is

n£1

central planning or any attempt to

-13-

achieve it, but a kind of grand intellectual homeostasis,
ｵｾ

which a multitude of influences interact in a natural

､ ｣ｲ＠

way.

What science needs is not a lot of planning, but a

lot of convenient communication, so that controls may
arise naturally from feedback.

11

And finally, Professor John Jewkes, a well-kno wn
e conomist at Oxford University, wrote:
"There is no kind of organized, or even voluntary,
coordination which approaches in effectiveness the synthesizing which goes on in one human mind

A large tearn

is essentially a committee and thereby suffers from the
nabit co mn,on to all committees, but especially harrdul
wh2re research is concerned, of brushing aside hunches
and intuition ln favour of ideas that can be more
systematically articulated.
"In so far as society can usefully interfere, its
ta s k
ｾｩｧｨｴ＠

well be to try to maintain the balance between

th e different sources of invention, to strive to prevent
any one dominating to the exclusion of others.

That
Ｍ

Ｍ

Ｍｾ＠

country will, therefore, be happily placed which has a
multiplicity of types of researth agencies

. .. .

As

contrasted with the ideal ways of organizing effort in
other fields, what is needed for maximizing the flow of
i deas is plenty of overlapping, healthy duplication of
efforts, lots of the so-called wastes of competition and
all the vigorous untidiness so foreign to the planners
who like to be sure of the future."

ＭＱｾ

I think these quotations emphasize the point tl1at,
1or the scientific

､･ｶｬｯｰ

ｾ ｣ｮｴ＠

of this country, it is far

.

more dangerous to over-organize than to under-organize science.
The planners and efficiency experts will of
course point to the Soviet Union wltere planning is done in
a big way in science, and apparently successfully so.

The

Academy of Sciences of the U.S.S.R. seems to hold all the
threads of scientific research ln the Soviet 1Jnion, and
one has the impression that our Russian coll0agucs cannJt
even answer son1e of our letters without the pcrrnlssion of
the

Whe n you talk to individual nussian
ｾ｣｡､･ｭｹＮ＠

scient ists however, you learn very quickly that by va rious
dodges they free themselves of the shackles iGposed by
Academy, and succeed in doing creative work .
ｴｬｾｯ＠

Consider-

ing the great successes of the U.S.S.n. in the space race,
it must be emphasized that this has

creative scientific developments.

ｮｾｴ＠

much to do with

Tl1e space race is a

race in technology, and certainly I would not deny that
planning and efficiency play an important part in successful
technology.
It is very obvious to anyone who has looked at the
figures that university su pport by the government as well
as support of pure research ln government laboratories has
to increase considerably lf Canada is to do its share in
ｾｨ･＠

development of new knowledge, and if Canadian economy

is to derive 'the maximum benefits from scientific research.

-15-

If the new
ｾｊ｡ｴｬｯｮ＠

Science Council is looking sympathetically

at this problem and, above all, is able to obtain more
funds for science, then perhaps it is worthwhile to set it
up.

However, there have been disturbing indications from

ｳｯｲｾ･＠

of the statements coming from the secretariat that
the new Science Council is established it will be

ｷｨｾｮ＠

irnDediately subject to great pressure to re-orient the
science policy of the country and to take a very one-sided
view of scientific requirements.

There seems to be a feeling

that the policy of the past has not been sound, that in the
future pure research should be given low priority and all
the emphasis should be on research giving immediate
returns .

･｣ｯｮｾｩ＠

The i rr.portance of applied research is recognized

by everyone but if the increase in applied research is to
be at the cost of pure research it can lead eventually
only to a sterile technology.

This will mean that 50 years

from now Canada will end up having colonial status as far
as scie nce is concerned.

All the creative scientists who

might have sparked new unforeseen developments would have
left the country, and all that will be happening in
science in this country will be imitations of what oth er
countries have done; and there will be no possibility of
reciprocating to the other countries with something really
new.
If that should become the attitude of the National
Science Council, we would have done rr.uch better if we had

-16-

continued to rely on the HonorGry rdvisory Council and the
llational Research Council Presidents for guidance of our
natio nal science policy.
The National Research Council has always taken
the view that the various departments and agencies of
government should be responsible for the policy for the
research needed for their own operations and has never felt
that it should, in the words of the Glassco Commission,
11

scrutlnlze" the research of other organizations, or in

any formal sense attempt to "coordinate 11 it.

It was this

attitude of the Council that caused the Glassco
ｃｯ

ｭｾｩｳｯｮ＠

to disqualify it from becoming more directly engaged in
the formulation of the science policy .

In this connection

I should li ke to quote again Lord Hailsham who says, in
the same spee ch which I quoted before:
"There is a sense in which there is no such thing
as science, but only sciences.

Another way of stating

this is to say that science ls in fact an all-eiTbracing
term, and that scientific researches into particular fields
are functions of those fields and not of a comprehensive
entity called science.

From one point of view, medical

research bears a much closer relation to the climate,
population, health, diseases and economic activities of
a nation than to their nuclear physics.

In terms of

sc ience, as distinct from economic policy, it would be
meaningless for a Finance

ｾ ｩｮｳｴｲｹ＠

official to try

to

-17-

block a grant for medical
ｲｾｳ･｡｣ｨ＠

:Loney '.Na s needed for a s yr:chrotron.

on the ground

the
ｴｾ｡＠

It is true that both

projects n;ust take their stand in the c:;ueue for the general
lr1vc:stment progralf:rr,<:: .

But they are related to other items

in the programme more closely than to one another.
'":lh at is v,·anted, therefore, is not a single
scientific general staff forming part of a single department
of science, but a series of scientific general staffs or
ｾ･ｳ

Councils directing scientific research in the
｡ｲ｣ｨ＠

general fields to be occupied, independent of day-to-day
bread-and-butter work in those fields, but in close contact
with them."
In other words Hailsham believes, and I agree,
that there is no particular merit of planning auricultural
or nedlcal science policy in the same office as science
policy with regard to physics research.

This means that

there Ls nothing wrong with the system that we have had
until now in which agricultural scientific policy, that is
the arrount of money spent on agricultural research, is
cieclded by the government department of agriculture

ｾ･ｯｬｧ

(without interference from or scrutiny by ｎｾｃＩ［＠
ｬ｣｡＠

ment of

or in which

ｾｬｮ･ｳ＠

and mining research is supported by the Departand Technical Surveys, defence research by

the Department of National Defence, while policy

with

regard to the support of pure physics, chemistry and biology,
as well as with regard to much of the applied work close to

these flPlds, is
\\'hat is
11

､･｣Ｎｩｇｐ

by :-J:-::.c .
ｾ＠

ｮｲｾ･

acc ording to \'!arren

｣ Ｑ ､Ｌ＠･

lot of conveni.Pnt corr.mun.l.cation", anrl w::: have h<:::i just

<1

that by way of the numerous associate
Ｚｊｾ

is
ｾﾷＺ･｡ｶＰｲＬ＠

｣

ｾ

ｬｴ･

･ｳ＠

set up by

In these associate corm;ltte e s all governr:;ent departｇＮ＠

ｾＰ

that are affected by a certain problem are r epre s 0nted ,
ｮｴｳ＠

well as th e universiti es and indu s try.
ｾｳ＠

one of

earliest
ｴｨｾ＠

dn associat e

of the effectiveness of suc h
･ｸ｡ｾｰｬｳ＠

was the Associate
｣ｯｾｮｩｴ･＠

Historically,

ｃｯｲｾｩｴ･＠

on

Ce real Rusts which, at the sugge stion of Dr Tory, was a
joi nt co1:r.l ttec of the Research Council and the Dcpartr:;e nt
of ' griculture; and this
of the credit for

｣ｯ

ｭｾ

can take a good deal
ｩｴ･＠

the research on the prevention
ｳｴｬｾｵ｡ｩｮｧ＠

of rust v1hich, as is vtell knovm, has been so successful.
other examples could be cl ted.

ＬＧｾｯ

ｮｹ＠

Another question vJ.t th regard to v:hich I cannot
with the new scientific secretariat is their pre｡ｾｲ･＠

occupation with weak areas.
gra nts

The Re search Council and its

have al ways kept away fro m any
｣ｯｾｮｬｴ･ｳ＠

interference with the research subjects that scientists are
work ing on.

A first-rate scientist knows far better what

U1e ifiq;ortant
｣ｯ

ｲＺＮｾｯﾷＬ

ｩｴ

･

Ｎ＠

ｰｲｯ｢ｬ･

ｲｾＮ＠

ln his f l e ld are than any hi9h-leve 1

In the i·Jati.onal ?.esea:rch Council laboratories

the r e is very little direction fro m above, and I believe
that that is as it should be.

/Je at :-me, as at the

1

universities, are relying on the ability, wisdom, and
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creativity of the individual scientist, and the main problem
is to find top-rate men.

If you have found them then give

the m the wherewithal to do the work, let them find their own
problems and don't bother them with planning from above, or
ｲ･｣ｯｭｾｮ､｡ｴｩｳ＠

for efficiency, with problems of collective
bargaining and centralized purchasing, and so on.
Imagine the time when Rutherford was teaching at

!'cGill University, and suppose that the experiments he was
planning and which eventually led to the discovery of the
nucleus, had been far more expensive than they actually were,
so that he had to make an application for a special grant from
the Canadian government.

Suppose further that a prominent

agricultural scientist had asked the government for an expensive institute for the study of wheat.

ｾｨ｡ｴ＠

are the chances

that the right decision would have been made by any highlevel

other?

｣ｯｾｭｩｴ･＠

ln weighing these two proposals against each
The only safe procedure would have been to flnd money

for both.

Does anyone really suggest that the National

Science Council, had it been in existence at that time,
should have recommended to Professor Rutherford that it would
pe rhaps be better if he spent his energy on a somewhat
different topic, more in line with the needs of the economy
of the country?

ｾ･ｬ＠

Professor Rutherford left the country,

and I do not know whether it was because he did not get
sufficient support.

All I am suggesttng is that it is

unwise to direct pure science into weak areas.

It is far

wiser to rely on the imagination of the top-rate scientist
'

even if he does not produce results that will lead to great
be ne fits to the country.

He will at least produce something

equally valuable, and that is an advance in our knowledge of
the subject in which he is interested.

And here it must

be refficmbered that in the more recent past al most all
significant advances in knowl edge have also led to
technologically

applications.
ｩｾｰｯｲｴ｡ｮ＠

If the time come s, and some people I am sure
be lieve that it is already with us, when the fun ds available
for pure research will be insufficient to support all the
top-rate people who deserve to be supported, then it would
be far better in my opinion to have a comm ittee of the
top-rate people involved decide which big installations
should be given high priority, rather than to leave this
iT.atter to a corr.ml ttee preoccupied with the economic problems
of the country in the immediate future.

It is in the

d istant future that the results of pure research will bear
fruit with regard to the economics of the country.
In closing I v1ould like to corr.e back for one
ｴＺ ｾ ｯｮ

ﾷ Ｎ･

ｮｴ＠

to the point which I originally rr.ade and quote to

you from a convocation address given at the University of
Sask atchewan by Professor
ｏＮｎ

ｾ

Ｎ＠

ｾ ｩｬｫｮｳｯ＠

of Oxford

University at the tlr.e of the official ope ning of the linear
accelerator.

\nyone who has heard Professor

ｾ ｩｬｫｮｳｯ＠

speak will, I believe, agree with me that he is one of the
finest lectur'e rs physics has today, and in addition he is

known throughout the world for his contributions to
physics and high enerC)y physics.

ｮｵ｣ｬｾｲ＠

On the 6th of tJovcrr.bcr

last year, at the close of his convocation address,
Prof e s s or

i:,' ll k _;· :;son

"Anci

thot

vJe

s ai d :

so we delight ln physics for the same reason

delight in the arts, because it rr.akes us feel good

inside and beca u se it takes us further along the endless
road that is ours alone, the realization of ,•:an as

ｾ ﾷ ｡ｮＮ＠

"The ours uit of physics is not just a contribution
that must be made by society to its own intellectual
standard of living , it is also a deep contribution to
ｾ｡ｮＧｳ＠

self-realization ; it will bring an ever-widening
understanding of Wan's place in Nature and
ｾ｡ｴｵｲ･

Ｇ ｳ＠

place

.
I'
1n
...
an.
11

It is for us to recognize that, in a deep sense,

the world , life and joy are what we make them and finally
to ask in concrete terms:

-

"Is this not worth two per cent

of our Gross National Product? 11 " .

